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Figure 1. Cabin and Indian Scene.1

In 1855 Colonel Samuel Colt introduced his New Model Patent Pocket Pistol,2 a diminutive,
solid-frame .28 caliber3 revolver with side-mounted hammer, now commonly called the “Root.”
Roller die engraved on the first 25,000 cylinders4 was the Cabin and Indian Scene. The Scene
appears on the Models 1, 1A and 2, beginning production in 1855 at serial number 1 and ending
in 1860 at circa serial number 25000, when the fluted cylinder Model 3 was introduced. This is
the story of the Cabin and Indian Scene.

Figure 2. The New Model Patent Pocket Pistol.

This was famed banknote engraver W. L. Ormsby’s fourth and last Scene created for Sam Colt’s
revolvers. With the pistol’s start of production pegged at 1855 it is reasonable to assume that
Ormsby penned and engraved the 3 ¼ inch by 1 1/16 inch image circa 1854.5
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Figure 3. Cabin Scene as Rolled on a Model 2.6

The details and use of the Cabin and Indian Scene pose several questions. First, what can specific
items within the Scene tell us about the who, what, where, when and why? Second, does the
Scene offer any clues as to whether the “Root” appellation attached to the Model 1855
sidehammer pistol is a proper recognition of the work of Colt factory superintendent Elisha King
Root, as John Fluck asserted in his 1950 monograph Colt-Root Model 1853?7 Or should Sam
Colt receive the honors for its creation, as R. L. Wilson has averred in his monumental The
Book of Colt Firearms?8 Finally, why was the Cabin Scene abandoned in favor of the
Stagecoach Scene on the round cylinders of Models 6/6A and 7/7A after 1864, to the end of
production in 1870? We begin with a closer reading of Ormsby’s last Scene for Colt to provide
answers to these questions.
The Scene Seen
A major visual problem with the three Scenes that preceded the Cabin image was the failure of
artist/engraver Ormsby, when constructing his tiny visual narratives, to take into account their
placement on a clockwise rotating cylinder. As previously noted for the Rangers, Stagecoach and
Naval works, Ormsby intended the stories told by his tiny engravings to be read from left to
right.9 The clockwise rotation of all Colt’s percussion cylinders defeats the artist’s intentions for
those three Scenes.

Figure 4. Clockwise Cylinder Rotation.
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Apparently by the time a fourth image was proposed the artist had determined to work with, not
against his customer’s mechanical design. The natural visual progression of the story told by the
Cabin Scene thus begins on the right side of the image and moves to the left as the cylinder
rotates.
While Ormsby conquered one object-imposed visual problem, there was another he had no
ability to change. The intended site of the Scene’s ultimate viewing is a small, round revolver
cylinder, mounted in a solid frame, even more problematic than the viewing area offered by the
open-top pistol models. Barely an inch of any portion of the Cabin Scene is in the purview of the
person holding the pistol, at any one time. In spite of this limitation the artist composed the
drama as if it were one of his banknotes or historical prints and it is in that fashion, for the
purposes of this discussion, that we view it.

Figure 5. Reading the Cabin and Indian Scene from Right to Left.

Our eye is drawn initially to the gun-slinger on the right by contrasts in angle, line (thick/thin)
and texture (more/less) in his area of the image. He is the focus of the composition because of his
backward slant10 and because he and the tree behind him have some of the least textured and
therefore lightest colored11 areas in the entire Scene, standing out against the darker tones
established by the tiny marks that form the dense foliage. Where the gunman is made up of
darker marks, especially his trousers, they are more deeply cut, strongly uniform and rhythmical,
contrasting with the finer, staccato marks behind him.
That he is a settler is made plain by his dress, accoutrement and surroundings. The vest and
rolled sleeves,12 the axe and partially cut tree, the early-stage corn-like plant,13 the clearing and
cabin all set the scene. With long hair swept back from his forehead and curving over his ears
the Lincoln-esque14 figure defends his family with pistols that are out of scale for the Root
revolver they advertise. The one in the left hand appears to have a solid frame. Undoubtedly both
are intended to represent Colt repeaters.
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Figure 6.

As Ormsby has constructed the Scene the angle of the man and the thick-trunked tree behind him
directs us to the echoing slant of the departing Mrs. (her face lightly shaded with several hatch
marks) where the light tones of the un-hatched skirt and the swaddling blanket and head of the
child draw our eye. As we continue to read the image, our eye circling clockwise from the
pioneer and past his wife, we come to the single-bit axe outlined in bold, dark lines, leaning
against the virtually un-textured lower area of the cut trunk. The axe, with its re-curved handle is
for all practical purposes haloed by the light area that surrounds it. To its left the wedge of the
cut is strongly outlined, like a shouting mouth opened to declaim the story, in the direction of the
action.

Figure 7.
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The light puffball of gun smoke draws our eye leftward past the settler to six figures. Strongly
outlined and picked out with deeply cut contour lines they fan out like a hand of cards. They
appear to be Indians,15 dressed in leggings and fringed, skirted shirts, with distinctive head gear.
Their faces are shaded, both as an indication of skin tone and to make them our secondary visual
target, after the primary focus of the light-toned, armed settler. Continuing to pull our eye from
right to left the entire group leans increasingly into the backward slanting struggle diagonal
(bottom right to upper left), pointing us to the sturdy cabin in the background and the curving
tree trunks on the far left that, with the one on the right, frame the entire Scene.16

Figure 8.

Finally we read the COLT’S PATENT in bold, Germanic styled, un-textured letters17 against a
cross-hatched background, the same format Ormsby used on the original Walker revolver
Rangers Scene patent panel.

Figure 9. Wavy Line and Dot Border.

As an added note there is a feature of the engraving usually lost due to exigencies of its
placement at the top of the Scene, the leading edge of the cylinder, where it is worn away by
corrosion and usage. It is a “finely detailed wavy line and dot border.”18
The Story So Far
A pioneer family working to clear an area of forest to grow crops is attacked by six Indians. The
husband puts down his axe and defends his homestead with two repeating-action pistols while
his wife and child flee to safety. Colt’s Patent Firearms Manufacturing Company has provided
the solution to the problem. But where is the problem occurring, and why?
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At the time W. L. Ormsby composed the Cabin and Indian Scene the news of the day was filled
with multiple instances of Indian depredations on the ragged edges of the American frontier,
almost exclusively the Southwest. Population expansion following the Mexican War was a
constant source of conflicts with tribes who called places like Texas and New Mexico home.19
Ormsby was familiar with the look of some of these combatants; he had pictured Comanches on
the Walker revolver in 1847. However the figures he chose to represent in the Cabin Scene’s tiny
image do not resemble Indians of the Southwest. Instead they show distinct characteristics that
mark them as members of the Seminole tribe of Florida, in previous decades a hot-spot of
contention in America’s Indian and racial wars, but relatively uncontested at the time the Scene
was composed.
The dress of Seminole men has been described as a bright cloth wound around the head turbanfashion with one or two ostrich feathers tucked in at the back. A knee-length cloth shirt with
fancy ruffs around the collar, cuffs and bottom covered the body while at the throat was worn a
crescent-shaped gorget adopted from fifteenth-century European military men. Leggings or hightopped moccasins completed the outfit.20

Figure 10. Details of Seminole-style Dress in the Cabin and Indian Scene.

An image of Seminole Chieftain Asseola published in 1842 conforms to the foregoing
description and could have served as Ormsby’s source in all aspects except one; armament.
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Figure 11. Asseola (Osceola).21

Asseola is shown holding a long arm.22 The only weapon wielded by the attacking Seminoles in
the Cabin Scene is a tomahawk, “second only to the bow as a favored weapon.”23 This particular,
distinctively shaped weapon is a halberd tomahawk. 24

Figure 12. Halberd Tomahawk in Cabin Scene.

Like the gorgets that eastern tribes adopted from 15th century military men, the halberd, an iron
head mounted on a long pole, originated in Europe. Colonial sergeants carried it as a sign of
rank.25 American revolutionaries exchanged their halberds for firearms while the British retained
them until 1791. With shortened wood shafts the surplus halberds became tomahawks that had
an apparently wide distribution among East Coast tribes from whom the Seminoles descended.26
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Figure 13. Mohawk Chief Hendrik with Halberd Tomahawk.27

The Seminoles
The Seminoles were originally Creeks driven from Georgia into the northern panhandle of
Florida when it was Spanish territory. Over time their ranks were augmented by Negro slaves
escaping harsh conditions in British-held Georgia to milder conditions in Spanish Florida, where
their independence was encouraged by authorities. These peoples were either held in loose
bondage by, or mingled with and married among, the Seminoles. It is certain that it was a more
harmonious and preferred situation for the escaped bondsmen and women.28
The presence of a slave haven on the southern border was a constant thorn in the side of the
British colonials. The problem continued after the former colonies became states, leading to calls
in Congress to do something about the “asylum for runaway negroes.” In 1816 army chief for the
southern district of the U.S. Andrew Jackson ordered action against a former English
fortification in Spanish territory (today’s Fort Gadsden, referred to at the time as “Blount’s” or
“Negro” Fort) where Seminoles and Negroes sought haven. A shot from a gunboat under the
command of Col. Duncan L. Clinch blew the fort’s powder magazines and, according to
accounts at the time, 270 people were instantly killed. Thus began the first Seminole War, with
cries of “Blount’s Fort” on the lips of the revenging Indians and Negroes.
The 1st War brought little gain to anyone as the Seminoles and their Negro chattel and allies
abandoned their farms and retreated into the uncharted Everglades. From this wilderness they
carried out hit-and-run attacks. After two years and thousands of dollars the U.S. army withdrew
and peace of a kind settled on the region. But the root cause of the conflict, slaves escaping
plantations to the north, did not abate. Freed slaves crossing back into plantation country and
fomenting rebellion fanned slaveholders’ fear and anger.
In 1819 Spain sold Florida to the U.S. for $5 million, increasing pressure from citizens settling
the new territory and adding to the slaveholders’ cries for aid. The call for action to remove the
Seminoles (and thereby reduce the attraction for the Negroes) began in earnest.29 Treaties were
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made with several chiefs ceding cultivated lands to the U.S., causing the tribes to retreat farther
into the interior. Resettlement schemes west of the Mississippi were advanced and some chiefs
and groups went along. Others stood and fought from a tangled wilderness that offered these
guerilla fighters distinct advantages. Depredations were rife on all sides.
Peace never really settled on the troubled region. Seminole rage at Blount’s Fort plus individual
actions such as the revenge killings by Asseola after the capture and enslavement of his wife, all
served to keep the kettle on the boil. Increasing hostilities in the area of Fort King
(contemporary Ocala) came to a head in late 1835, just as young Sam Colt was publicizing his
revolving breech firearm design. Troops under Major Dade were massacred on the way from
Tampa to relieve General Clinch at the fort. Of the 110 souls marching under the flags that day
only two survived the assault by two hundred Seminoles under command of the “King of the
Seminole Nation” Micanopy.30

Figure 14. 1836 Woodcut Showing Dade Massacre and Other Depredations, with Halberd-type Tomahawks.31

Thus began the 2nd Seminole War where the products of Colt’s newly opened Paterson, New
Jersey factory were to have their military baptism of fire. In December 1837 Colonel W. S.
Harney wrote to Colt from east Florida ordering 100 repeating rifles. Colt packed up the long
arms and was on his way.32 In May and again in December 1838 Harney led forces including
dragoons armed with Colt’s rifles in actions against the Seminoles.33 Not one to shy from
publicity, several years later Sam Colt took advantage of these adventures, writing to the editor
of the New York Evening Star in 1841 describing in glowing terms the use Harney’s Dragoons
had made of Colt’s Repeating Rifles against the, “savages of Florida.” The real story was
somewhat different. The humid swamps of Florida confounded daily use and maintenance of
Colt’s complicated devices. This, plus the fact that the nominal .44 caliber was not uniform
amongst the lot Colt had delivered, led to calls for improvements. By the time changes were
incorporated in new models, Colt had begun a second company and turned his sights on the
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newly-minted state of Texas.34 But Florida, as the locus of a youthful adventure as arms
merchant must have held some sentimental fascination for him.
Peace would not come again to the Florida until 1842, and still it was not permanent. An
argument with army engineers over the garden of one Billy Bowlegs, head of a tribe of 150
souls, in 1855 led to the 3rd Seminole War, a round of depredations that lasted for three years.
The fracas ended in 1858 when Bowlegs and his tribe were induced to emigrate westward.
The Root of the Matter
A quiescent war in a place that was not current news, with an Indian and Negro threat that had
mostly been nullified by removal, showing an ancient weapon that was giving way to more
modern fire power.35 Why did W. L Ormsby, obviously at Colt’s direction, choose to do the
Cabin and Indian Scene in the way that he did? Honoring the beginnings of the company and
young Sam’s “Florida frolic”36 is one aspect. Florida was nearly as significant to the company’s
existence as Texas, a place that figured prominently in the Rangers and Navy Scenes. For the rest
of the story we look to the other axe, the one leaning so prominently against the root of the tree
where the pioneer has left off using it. Just as the tomahawk was a tool of combat for the Indians,
the axe, “was a critical tool” for settlers clearing land.37 Well, so was the saw. But Ormsby has
chosen to portray an axe; an axe with a distinctly shaped head and shaft that matches one of
several styles commonly associated with the widely popular products of The Collins Company in
Canton, Connecticut.38 It was there in 1832 that young Elisha King Root started a revolution in
mechanized manufacture. Early Collins axes were marked in tribute to his contributions to the
company.

Figure 15. Early Collins Axe Head Mark.

In 1849 Root was induced to move to Hartford where he, “turned the Colt pistol into a triumph
of mass production ….”39 It was Root’s ability to provide for a supremely rationalized
combination of product, machinery and work flow, as much as Sam Colt’s creative and
entrepreneurial genius, that made the Patent Firearms Manufacturing company a commercial
success and global phenomenon of the 19th century.
It may be a coincidence that an axe resembling a very popular and distinctive Collins shape is
given prominence in the Cabin Scene. But in an image barely more than 3” wide by 1” tall,
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engraved in steel with tiny lines, some so small as only to be seen with magnification, little-tonothing occurs by chance. As has been demonstrated in analyses of the three preceding Scenes,
Ormsby was particular about details.40 In this case Seminole Indians, identified with Sam Colt’s
first triumphs as salesman and entrepreneur, and a Collins-like axe, identified with the man Sam
Colt told to name his price in 1849, argue for deliberate references to important highlights in
Colt history. Modern speculations that Root either invented the Model 1855 sidehammer
revolver in toto, or only created significant parts of it, both miss the point. After Colt himself,
Elisha K. Root was the most important individual in the revolving breech, percussion firearms
success story and Sam Colt knew it. Root was the “significant other” at the birth not only of the
Model 1855 pistol, but of the entire Colt enterprise and what was known as the American System
of Manufactures. The axe resting at the base of the tree appears to be an inside joke, a “shout
out” and possibly fun prank for Colt and company to pull on the self-effacing Elisha Root; more
discreet than the mark Collins had employed to honor the man at the root of America’s industrial
revolution, but unmistakable, none-the-less.

Figure 16.

Afterword
The Cabin and Indian Fight Scene first disappeared from the Root cylinders when the revamped
Model 3 was introduced in late 1860. Its fluted cylinder allowed for no roll-die engraving. The
Model 3A, introduced as a new serial number series beginning with number 1 in 1860, also
featured a fluted cylinder, enlarged to carry .31 caliber balls. Round cylinders re-appeared with
the Model 6 in 1864/65 and were continued until end of production in 1870. All were .31 caliber
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and received the Stagecoach Scene, albeit in truncated form. On the left end the image ends just
past the back wheel of the coach.
Why did the Colt factory switch Scenes on the Root? Size was not the issue. The circumference
of the larger caliber cylinders would have left some room at the ends of the image, but only by
another .18 inch,41 and the factory had already dealt with this issue on the Navy Scene as applied
to the larger Army cylinder by filling the blank space with a stamped patent date.
Perhaps the whiffs of scandal associated with Ormsby’s name after 1856, which may have led to
the removal of his signature from the Stagecoach and Naval Scenes, also spelled doom for the
Cabin Scene. The engraver’s name was prominently displayed mid-image, not as easily effaced
as from the other Scenes.42
Or perhaps the best explanation is that the original bed plate and dies were discarded or
destroyed when the fluted cylinders were introduced, and were no longer available when round
cylinders returned after the Colt factory fire on the morning of February 4, 1864. It is after that
date when the Stagecoach Scene is employed.
At 25,000 cylinders on a cranky, delicate revolver43 the Cabin and Indian Scene has nowhere
near the historical presence of the Rangers, Stagecoach or Naval Scenes. But as a window into
the life and times of Sam Colt, Elisha Root and the Patent Firearms Manufacturing Company it
represents a significant chapter in the story of Colt’s revolvers.
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Figure 17. Cased Serial Number 14829, 2nd Model Root from 1856.44
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